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Java Nio By Ron Hitchens. Welcome to the very best internet site that provide hundreds type of book
collections. Right here, we will offer all books Java Nio By Ron Hitchens that you require. The books from
popular authors and also publishers are provided. So, you can delight in now to get one by one kind of
publication Java Nio By Ron Hitchens that you will look. Well, related to the book that you desire, is this
Java Nio By Ron Hitchens your option?

About the Author
Ron Hitchens is a California based computer consultant and educator whose career dates back to the disco
era. His first exposure to computers was operating mainframes in the Air Force. His first programming
language was COBOL, learned from a friend's borrowed textbook. Since that time Ron has used just about
every computer system and programming language you can imagine: from 6502 assembler to XSLT. Ron
spent much of the 1980s at the University of Texas at Austin, as student and staffer, where he burrowed deep
into the Unix kernel and assisted with many interesting research projects. Ron spent the next several years
doing kernel work for clients such as IBM and Unisys. Ron has also developed and taught professional
development courses for the same clientele. Following a brief flirtation with C++, Ron fell in love with Java
and has spent the last several years employing server-side Java technologies to build Web applications for
clients ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. Ron is Founder and President of Ronsoft
Technologies (www.ronsoft.com). Ron lives in California with his wife and co-pilot, Karen, and a dog
named Boomer. When Ron isn't working ( hah! ) he and Karen enjoy snorkeling, bicycling and walking the
dog.
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Just how a concept can be obtained? By looking at the superstars? By seeing the sea and taking a look at the
sea interweaves? Or by reading a publication Java Nio By Ron Hitchens Everyone will have particular
particular to obtain the inspiration. For you who are passing away of publications as well as always obtain
the inspirations from books, it is really great to be right here. We will certainly show you hundreds
collections of the book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens to review. If you such as this Java Nio By Ron Hitchens,
you could also take it as all yours.

This letter may not influence you to be smarter, but the book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens that our company
offer will stimulate you to be smarter. Yeah, at the very least you'll understand greater than others who don't.
This is what called as the quality life improvisation. Why should this Java Nio By Ron Hitchens It's because
this is your favourite motif to check out. If you like this Java Nio By Ron Hitchens theme about, why don't
you read guide Java Nio By Ron Hitchens to improve your conversation?

The presented book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens we provide below is not kind of typical book. You recognize,
reviewing now doesn't mean to manage the published book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens in your hand. You
could get the soft documents of Java Nio By Ron Hitchens in your device. Well, we indicate that the book
that we extend is the soft data of the book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens The material and all points are very
same. The difference is just the types of guide Java Nio By Ron Hitchens, whereas, this problem will
specifically pay.
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Many serious Java programmers, especially enterprise Java programmers, consider the new I/O API--called
NIO for New Input/Output--the most important feature in the 1.4 version of the Java 2 Standard Edition. The
NIO package includes many things that have been missing from previous editions of Java that are critical to
writing high-performance, large-scale applications: improvements in the areas of buffer management,
scalable network and file I/O, character-set support, and regular expression matching. Most of all, it boosts
performance and speed dramatically.Java NIO explores the new I/O capabilities of version 1.4 in detail and
shows you how to put these features to work to greatly improve the efficiency of the Java code you write.
This compact volume examines the typical challenges that Java programmers face with I/O and shows you
how to take advantage of the capabilities of the new I/O features. You?ll learn how to put these tools to work
using examples of common, real-world I/O problems and see how the new features have a direct impact on
responsiveness, scalability, and reliability. The book includes:

A rundown of the new features in NIO●

Basic and advanced I/O Concepts●

Binary I/O and the new buffer classes●

Memory mapped files and file locking●

Character I/O: encoding, decoding and transforming character data●

Regular Expressions and the new java.util.regex package●

Muliplexing with java.nio●

Because the NIO APIs supplement the I/O features of version 1.3, rather than replace them, you'll also learn
when to use new APIs and when the older 1.3 I/O APIs are better suited to your particular application.Java
NIO is for any Java programmer who is interested in learning how to boost I/O performance, but if you're
developing applications where performance is critical, such as game computing or large-scale enterprise
applications, you'll want to give this book a permanent spot on your bookshelf. With the NIO APIs, Java no
longer takes a backseat to any language when it comes to performance. Java NIO will help you realize the
benefits of these exciting new features.
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Most helpful customer reviews

18 of 18 people found the following review helpful.
Good introduction to NIO (and regular exprs??), lacks depth
By Serge Zloto
The book is useful to get started on nio, but you may overgrow it after a week:
it does not delve deeply into the matter. Particularly missing are:
- Mapped byte buffer uses
- Interactions between java & else using mapped files
- OS/platform idiosyncrasies (limits etc)
- Performance analysis
Finally, be aware that half of the book is devoted to regular expressions. The conflagration of nio and
regexps is rather strange. I would rather have a shorter book with just a little more depth.

31 of 35 people found the following review helpful.
OK for beginners
By Filip Hanik
I bought this book because of the lack of material on java.nio.
The book is a good introduction to java.nio but that is the extent of it. Half the book is an api reference and
regular expressions (why is this even covered in this book?).
The rest tells you a little bit about the API, but not how to use it. There are examples, but you have to
download them from the internet (ie no CD with the book).
The best chapter you can download for free anyway, so don't bother buying the book. Just download the free
chapter and the free examples. The material on the internet from this book covers 90% of what you need to
know.

21 of 23 people found the following review helpful.
A very good summary and explanation of the New I/O in Java
By David Young
At only six chapters and 282 pages (including the index) one might think "Java NIO" (short for "New I/O")
is little more than a cursory examination of the NIO packages introduced in J2SE 1.4 as a response to the
Java Specification Request (JSR) #51. Yet, despite its relatively compact size, Mr. Hichens has done a very
good job of introducing and explaining the many aspects of this New I/O. The book even includes parts of
JSR 51 that are only tangentially related to I/O, such as the new regular expression processing found in
java.util.regex and the new pluggable character set mappings.



Chapter 1 is a primer on general I/O concepts and mechanisms and provides a useful foundation for the
following information. Beginning with the basics as a foundation is a strategy that Mr. Hichens uses in each
of the subjects in the following chapters. It's an important first step, often omitted in books more interested in
prose than instruction.

Chapter 2 is a thorough explanation of the various Buffer classes. As the means for data accumulation and
manipulation, Buffers are a natural first step in explaining the NIO package. It begins with a fairly detailed
basic description followed with sections labeled: Creating, Accessing, Filling, Flipping, Draining,
Compacting, Marking, Comparing, Bulk Moves, Duplicating, etc. Each section provides simple yet useful
examples of the various operations along with some helpful hints and warnings of potential pitfalls.

Chapter 3 adds about all you'd want to know about the channels used to convey the data into and out of
buffer. As the book explains, Channels "are not an extension or enhancement, but a new, first-class Java I/O
paradigm. ... A Channel is a conduit that transports data efficiently between byte buffers and the entity on the
other end of the channel (usually a file or socket)." In the ensuing sections: Scatter/Gather, File Channels,
Memory-Mapped Files, Socket Channels, Pipes and The Channel Utility Classes, the use of channels within
the NIO paradigm are extensively explained.

Chapter 4 covers Selectors. Selectors add another completely new ability to Java 1.4. With selectors Java
now has a much more sophisticated and integrated ability to do asynchronous and multiplexed I/O. This is
obviously very important to anyone dealing with real-time and/or high-demand I/O and it is one of the main
reasons for JSR 51.

The book does a very good job of explaining the concept and use of Selectors in chapter sections entitled:
The Selection Process, Stopping the Selection Process, Managing Selection Keys, Concurrency,
Asynchronous Closability and Selection Scaling.

Chapter 5 introduces Regular Expressions and explains the use of the new java.util.regex package. Regular
expression processing was part of the JSR 51 and thus part of this book. While not strictly I/O related, as
anyone familiar with Perl can attest, regular expression processing is very useful when it comes to
manipulating any textual data used in I/O.

While it covers the Java Regular Expression API very well, it is not comprehensive enough to include the
many intricacies of regular expressions. Of course O'Reilly has that covered in Jeffrey Friedl's book,
"Mastering Regular Expressions."

The last chapter, Chapter 6, "Character Sets", is a pretty close examination of the actual data moved in I/O
and demonstrates how Java 1.4 represents it in the class Charset.

If you've ever wondered about character sets and how they are involved in character encoding or how one
character set might be compared with or encoded into another, this chapter will go a long way toward filling
you in.

The book concludes with three appendices:

* NIO and the JNI - A more detailed explanation of a new Java ability to use system memory allocated with
native (JNI) code. This is one way they managed to improve the performance of Java real-time 3D
applications so dramatically.



* Selectable Channels Service Provider Interface (SPI) - Basically explains why this API is beyond the scope
of the book and why it wouldn't be useful to anyone not programming a JVM or high-performance App
server.

* NIO Quick Reference - Just as the name implies.

In summation, the concepts range from basic to advanced yet are presented in such a way that, even while
being explained, the information is understandable and can be used for future reference purposes. The
examples are simple yet useful in demonstrating the concepts and the implementation of them. The style is
informative and complete yet very accessible and informal. Overall, a well written book useful to anyone
needing to know the workings of the NIO packages of Java 1.4.

See all 17 customer reviews...
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We share you additionally the method to obtain this book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens without visiting guide
shop. You could continuously go to the web link that we offer and also all set to download Java Nio By Ron
Hitchens When lots of people are active to seek fro in guide store, you are really easy to download and install
the Java Nio By Ron Hitchens right here. So, just what else you will choose? Take the motivation here! It is
not only supplying the ideal book Java Nio By Ron Hitchens however additionally the best book collections.
Here we consistently offer you the very best and also easiest means.
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